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CEET and the Power
Consumption of the Internet
The Centre for Energy-Efficient Telecommunications
(CEET) was launched in March. Since its formation it
has continued to contribute to the wider discussion
on the energy efficiency and sustainability of the
information and communications technology (ICT)
industry. The ICT industry contributes around 2%
to humankind’s global CO2 production. Given the
transport and construction industries generate
significantly more CO2, one can rightly ask “Why focus
on the energy efficiency of telecommunications?”
ICT is currently one of the fastest growing industry
sectors, with annual Internet traffic growth at around
40%. This is, in part, being driven by the everincreasing demand for (mobile) applications and video
viewing. Looking to the future, we are evolving toward
a “networked planet” with industry forecasts for the
growth of the Internet of Things requiring around tens
to hundreds of billions of “things” to be deployed over
the coming decade. Therefore, the Internet and ICT
are emerging as a dominant facet of human activity
on the planet and we can expect this sector of human
activity to demand a significant amount of resources.
If human behaviour towards broadband continues its
historical trend, every time more bandwidth is made
available it will rapidly be consumed and yet more will
be demanded. It appears humankind’s demand for
ever-higher bandwidth services is currently insatiable.
Hence we have seen an exponential growth in internet
traffic and the demand for broadband services.
However, this cannot go on indefinitely.
We are all aware that we live on a finite planet. There
are only so many resources available and those that
are renewable can only be consumed up to a finite
rate. We are already consuming renewable resources
at a rate 1.6 times greater than the planet can provide.
The exponential growth in internet traffic is not
sustainable in the longer term. Therefore, we cannot
continue with “more of the same” because this will
require ongoing growth in the production of goods
and services into the foreseeable future. We need to
take action now to ensure the growth in production of
goods and services, including ICT,
are sustainable.
3

In fact, a requirement for sustainable growth is even
greater for ICT than most other industries. This is
because ICT is growing significantly faster than all
other industries. Currently, the ICT industry has a
relatively small carbon footprint and low global power
consumption; it is therefore not a significant burden
on energy resources. This gives us time to act.
However, if nothing is done, ICT’s relative and absolute
carbon production and power consumption will grow
to become a significant contributor to our overall
carbon footprint. It is therefore important that we act
now while ICT is a small contributor.
We need to take the opportunity to “build-in”
sustainability to make it an integral component of
the future ICT industry. Trying to retrofit sustainability
into the industry after it has grown to be a dominant
contributor to carbon production will be far more
costly. Thus, acting now while ICT is still developing is
a key to future success.
Additionally, the ICT industry has the opportunity to
take a leadership role and “show the way” in how to
evolve to become more sustainable. Sustainability is
not a voluntary option for the future; it is an essential
requirement for all human endeavours. Ultimately, we
will need to transform all industries to become more
sustainable.
By developing a sustainable ICT industry, we can
potentially provide a model from which other
industries can learn. The ICT industry is still relatively
young, and is populated by young, innovative people;
therefore, it has an opportunity to evolve in a new
direction and lead the way. CEET sees itself as playing
a key role in influencing this new direction.
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Welcome
CEET, located in the University of Melbourne
(Australia), is a unique partnership between
Alcatel-Lucent and the University of Melbourne. The
Operations Committee of CEET is the key driver of this
collaborative research centre, providing CEET with
the industrial experience and knowledge of AlcatelLucent, one of the world’s leading telecommunications
systems vendors. Alcatel-Lucent has long recognised
the importance of sustainability as a key part of its
business strategy. Given humankind’s growing impact
on the planet, any organisation with a long-term
vision must consider its environmental impact.
As Chair of the CEET Operations Committee, I see
first-hand the activities and contributions CEET is
making to the global effort to ensure the Internet
will continue to enrich and assist humankind well
into the future. CEET is a key part of Alcatel-Lucent’s
energy efﬁciency strategy to create a sustainable
networked planet. It is highly regarded by its Bell Labs
research collaborators and a valued contributor to the
GreenTouch consortium. CEET is an example of what
industry and academia can achieve when working
together in partnership. CEET’s alignment with AlcatelLucent’s global objectives enhances the value of its
research, while promoting Australian innovation. The
success of CEET is testament to the energy, expertise
and passion of all involved.

Thierry Klein, Bell Labs, Alcatel-Lucent
CEET Operations Committee Chair
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Introduction
Since its launch in March 2011, CEET has become a
world leader in researching the energy consumption
of the Internet. During its formative years, researchers
in CEET constructed some of the first comprehensive
models for the energy consumption of the Internet.
These models, based on the technology of the
time, forecast the Internet would become a major
consumer of electrical power, unless actions were
taken to improve the energy efficiency of the
telecommunications equipment and network that
under-pin the Internet.

services. Therefore, CEET has continued to develop
service-based energy models, most recently including
mobile services.
CEET continues its close collaboration with its Bell
Labs partners and partners in the GreenTouch
consortium. As a member of this community, CEET
continues to undertake leading-edge research
into energy efficiency in telecommunications. This
Report provides the reader with an overview of CEET’s
activities and contributions during the two year period
from July 2013 to June 2015.

Since 2011 there have been some significant trends
that now present further challenges in reducing
the energy consumption of the Internet. It appears
almost certain these trends will combine to present
yet another major challenge to constraining the power
consumption of telecommunications.
One major trend is the massive take-up of mobile
devices for data services. Today, it is not uncommon
to see a person viewing a direct-feed video on their
mobile phone or tablet. The ever-growing popularity of
video is a trend that will drive significant increases in
data traffic.
Another significant trend is the uptake of personal
cloud services. These services, ranging from photo
sharing to personal and business applications, are
generating significant amounts of traffic and a
demand for even larger data centres.
More recently, the germination of the “Internet of
Things” in which there will be billions of small sensors
and actuators spread around the planet to enhance
our daily lives will add yet more equipment to the ever
increasing pool of telecommunications devices. All of
these require electrical power.
In keeping up with these emerging trends, CEET has
shifted its focus to cloud and content delivery services,
the Internet of Things, energy efficient wireless and
low energy access technologies. CEET also recognises
that, ultimately, telecommunications is all about
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Kerry Hinton, University of Melbourne
CEET Director

OVERVIEW
OF CEET’S
ACHIEVEMENTS
This Report details CEET’s activities from
June 2013 to July 2015. The overview provides a brief
summary of CEET’s research activities during this
period. For a more detailed report please refer to the
individual Research Project reports.
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CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORKS (CDN) & CLOUD
In this project we developed energy consumption
models for a range of cloud and CDN interactive,
on-line services. We found that, although cloud and
CDN almost certainly improve the energy efficiency of
services for corporations and enterprises, they may
not be the most energy efficient platform for providing
these services to consumers.

measure the improvement. Researchers and industry
have adopted a variety of energy efficiency “metrics”.
Examples include: Joules per bit, bits per Joule, Watts
per user, Joules per download, Watts per square
kilometre and Watts per bits per second, just to
name a few.

Some metrics do not include the impact of daily traffic
variation (the “diurnal cycle”). Others are only defined
for the hour of peak traffic. Depending upon which
metric is adopted, the resulting strategies developed
to improve the network may be very different.
In addition to studying the energy efficiency of
services, we have also focused on equipment. One
such activity is the choice between using Erbium
Doped Fibre Amplifiers (EDFAs) and Distributed
Raman Fibre Amplifiers (DRFAs) in long haul, high
capacity optical links. If we measure energy efficiency
simply as power consumed, then EDFAs consume
much less power than DRFAs. However, if we choose
“joules per bit per kilometre” for a required signal
CEET has used Game Theory to model this
environment and has found that a group of players
quality as our metric, then DRFA’s will often be more
energy efficient than EDFAs. Therefore, although
acting in their own self-interest may result in a
DRFA’s consume more energy, they deliver a higher
globally optimal energy efficient network.
quality signal to the receiver over a longer distance
At a more philosophical level, we have looked at what it than EDFAs.
means to improve the “energy efficiency” of a network.
Any improvement process requires a metric to

The Internet services available to us are the end
product of many organisations working together. In
many cases, these organisations are also competitors
who act in their own best interests. To identify how
to improve the energy efficiency of these services we
need to account for the multi-player environment.
In many cases the best result that can be attained
when the players are operating independently is less
efficient than when a single, globally coordinated
outcome is adopted. This is often referred to as the
“price of anarchy”.

WIRELESS
Many groups are considering improving their energy
efficiency and almost all are focussing on factors
such as the cell size and the operation of base
stations. At CEET we have taken a different approach
by investigating how modifying the handset can
improve energy efficiency. CEET has shown that, by
re-designing the handset receiver, energy savings of
around 10% are possible.
At CEET we have redesigned the handset to provide a
quality connection even with a signal that has a much
lower “Signal to Interference Noise Ratio” (SINR).
This is the ratio of desired signal power to unwanted
interference power. This innovation enables the power
output of the base stations (which dominate the
power consumption of mobile networks) to be reduced
without a loss of service quality.

7

We have has also studied how coordination between
base stations can be used to improve energy
efficiency of mobile networks. When studying this
approach, we need to include not just the power
savings in the base stations, but also the extra power
consumption incurred by the coordination between
base stations.
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LOW ENERGY POINT-TO-POINT OPTICAL ACCESS
Point-to-point (PtP) optical access is an important
technology in many areas of telecommunications.
This includes, optical Local Area Networks (LANs)
and business and consumer access where premium
service quality is required. Today P2P optical access
links are not designed with energy efficiency in
mind. The transceiver (transmitter/receiver) in a P2P

optical link is permanently on and consuming around
800mW. The transceiver developed and demonstrated
by CEET reduces this power consumption by a factor
of between 32 and 53, depending upon the length
of the link. This is done by innovative design and the
introduction of an effective sleep mode algorithm.

INTERNET OF THINGS
The Internet of Things (IoT) is seen as the next
evolutionary step for the Internet. The IoT will involve
billions of small devices connected to the Internet to
provide a myriad of new services to enhance our daily
lives. Although this is an admirable vision, we need to
ensure the IoT is sustainable. The IoT will require many

new devices to be deployed around the globe and is
forecast to generate Exabytes of additional traffic per
month. This will require additional energy to collect,
transport and analyse this data. The IoT project is
investigating what the IoT means for global and local
energy consumption.

CARBON FOOTPRINT OF A NATIONAL BROADBAND NETWORK
Ubiquitous broadband has been described by the
Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI) as a vehicle
for reducing the carbon footprint of society. Examples
include downloading music and books rather than
purchasing a “hard copy”. However, ubiquitous
broadband is also seen as providing an opportunity to
increase productivity. These two factors have resulted
in a debate about whether or not national broadband
will be another example of “Jevon’s Paradox”.
Jevon’s Paradox describes the situation in which an
improvement in (energy) efficiency does not result
in a reduction in (energy) consumption but rather an
increase. This is because the increase in efficiency
results in a reduction of costs and so stimulates
more demand to the extent that the efficiency
improvements are over-run by the increase in demand.
We have studied whether or not Jevon’s Paradox
applies to the deployment of a national broadband
network. At CEET we asked the question of whether

8

the deployment of a national broadband network
alone would be enough to reduce carbon production
by replacing old “high carbon” industries with “low
carbon” digital industries? Our research has shown
that the additional energy consumption resulting
from the economic stimulus generated by a welldesigned national broadband network will overwhelm
the energy savings resulting from consumers and
industry moving to energy efficient alternatives. This
means that deploying ubiquitous broadband is not, of
itself, enough to secure energy (and carbon emission)
reductions. Policies and practices that leverage off
the availability of nationwide broadband, such as
those described by GeSI, are also required to realise
the carbon-reducing potential of a national
broadband network.
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ENERGY MODELLING OF AN INTERNET SERVICE
We have developed accurate models for the power
consumption of network equipment. However, most
Internet users don’t think about the Internet from
an equipment viewpoint. Rather, it is seen from the
perspective of services. Examples of this include
Facebook, Google and Netflix. How do we calculate the
energy consumption of these services? What about
when we access a service via a mobile network?

GREENTOUCH
GreenTouch is a 48 member international consortium
that includes industry and academic members.
GreenTouch’s goal is to provide a roadmap for
communications technologies that will enable a 1000x
improvement in the energy efficiency of the Internet.
CEET was a founding member of GreenTouch and a
major contributor to its goal.
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Calculating the energy consumption of a service is
much more challenging than for network equipment.
This project has developed models that calculate the
energy consumption of a service in network equipment
such as routers and mobile base stations. The routerbased model has been accepted for standardisation
in the ITU.
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GOVERNANCE
AND STRUCTURE
An Advisory Committee and an Operations Committee University of Melbourne, Alcatel-Lucent, Bell Labs
govern CEET. Each committee consists of an equal
and the Victorian State Government.
number of members from Alcatel-Lucent, Bell Labs
and the University of Melbourne.
The Operations Committee oversees and makes
decisions on CEET’s research program; research staff
The Advisory Committee assists CEET with achieving
and nurtures research collaborations between CEET
its goals and maximising its influence and impact.
and Bell Labs.
This includes nurturing the partnership between the
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OPERATIONS COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Thierry Klein (Chair)
Network Energy Research Program Leader,
Bell Labs, Alcatel-Lucent

Rod Tucker
Melbourne Laureate Emeritus Professor,
University of Melbourne

Mickey Vucic
Technology Director, Alcatel-Lucent Australia

Kerry Hinton
CEET Director, University of Melbourne

Tim Marshall
External Affairs Director, Alcatel-Lucent Australia

Kate Cornick
Director, Industry Engagement and Innovation,
University of Melbourne

Dominique Chiaroni
Research Engineer, Bell Labs, Alcatel-Lucent

Alan Lee
CEET Deputy Director, University of Melbourne

CEET thanks and recognises the efforts of Max Bryan (Alcatel-Lucent), Peter Vetter (Bell Labs) and
Kat Franks (University of Melbourne) for their commitment and contributions as past Operations
Committee members in 2013/2015.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Randy Giles (Chair)
APAC Open Innovation Director & President,
Bell Labs Seoul

Iven Mareels
Dean, Melbourne School of Engineering,
University of Melbourne

Thierry Van Landegem
Vice President Open Innovation, Bell Labs

Rob Evans
Head, Dept of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
University of Melbourne

Ric Clark
Vice President Asia Pacific Marketing,
Strategy and Public Affairs, Alcatel-Lucent
Rai Pullinen
Vice President Telstra Account,
Alcatel-Lucent Australia
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Liz Sonenberg
Pro Vice Chancellor (Research Collaboration),
University of Melbourne
Charlie Day
Project Director, The Carlton Connect Initiative,
University of Melbourne
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GOVERNANCE

Dean,
Melbourne School
of Engineering

ADVISORY
COMMITTEE

Head of Department
Electrical & Electrical
Engineering

OPERATIONS
COMMITTEE
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CEET Director,
Research Theme Leader

CEET EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE

Research
Theme Leader

CEET Deputy Director,
Research Theme Leader

CEET General
Manager

Researchers

Researchers

Postgraduate
Students

Postgraduate
Students
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RESEARCH
PROJECTS
CEET undertakes research via teams, each of which
has focused on an aspect of energy efficiency
in telecommunications. Each project and its
contributors are described in the following sections.
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The Cloud:
Cloud Computing
and Content Distribution
ENERGY MODELLING OF CLOUD
AND CONTENT DELIVERY SERVICES
Cloud computing and content delivery services are
transforming many industries and organisations.
Enterprise customers and home users are increasingly
being offered the opportunity to move from running
applications on stand-alone computers to using
cloud-based services. A major advantage of cloudbased services is their ubiquity as a platform for
cooperative work. With cloud services, data is readily
available to all team members without the need for
managing multiple copies spread across multiple
stand-alone PCs.

possible because of the availability of high-speed
broadband access and the widespread adoption of
browsers as a standardised user interface.

Cloud services offer numerous benefits in terms
of cost, scalability, performance and maintenance.
Several recent studies have suggested that cloud
offerings are “green” in the sense that they save
energy relative to traditional desktop computing.
The rationale for this is that data centres are
generally optimised for energy efficiency, and
migration of applications to the cloud enables
Additionally, the take-up of content delivery services is replacing high-power desktop computers by lowgrowing rapidly. Content Delivery Network (CDN) traffic power “thin client” computers such as Netbooks and
is forecast to constitute more than half Internet traffic Tablets. Additionally, many users share the computer
by 2017, up from 34% of Internet traffic in 2012.
and storage resources in data centres; this is in
For the individual, cloud services and CDNs provide a
contrast to the single users or businesses running
platform for easy sharing of content across multiple
less energy-efficient local computer equipment. These
devices and sharing with friends. Examples of content cloud services are based on the principles of “any
delivery include Internet Protocol Television (IPTV),
service, anytime, anywhere” to anyone.
video on demand (VoD), audio and photo sharing
distribution and e-magazines.
Cloud services and content distribution have become
immensely popular with a consequential growth of
As a result, the popularity of these services is
traffic and a significant impact on design. To date the
growing dramatically with more and more businesses public profile of these services has been dominated
and consumers choosing to access applications,
by the massive data centres that are built to provide
documents and content remotely via the Internet.
them. These data centres have been the source of
Cloud service providers, such as Google, Microsoft
some debate regarding the sustainability of cloud
and Amazon, are promoting cloud-based products as services and, over recent years, they have evolved into
having the same look and feel as desktop applications highly efficient facilities which are widely promoted as
to encourage users to convert to the cloud with
providing “green” cloud services.
minimal inconvenience. This transition is made

14
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Fatemeh Jalali (PhD student)
My research has been motivated by the fact that,
although intuitively reasonable, the argument about
green cloud services above ignores two key factors:
(1) Energy required for transporting data between
the user and the cloud facilities, and (2) Power
consumed by the end-user device when accessing
the cloud. Using a network-based model I have shown
that, as the data rate between the user and the cloud
data centre increases, transport energy becomes
an increasingly important contributor to the total
energy consumption of cloud computing. Therefore,
statements about how “green” cloud services are
must include consideration of the two factors above.
With the expanding deployment of high-bandwidth 4G
wireless networks, the number of mobile cloud users
is expected to grow significantly. It is well known that
mobile access is the most energy inefficient segment
of most networks; therefore, the growth in mobile
access to cloud services is of particular interest. To
make the large-scale migration to cloud computing
and content delivery via the cloud sustainable in the
longer term, it is important to quantify the traffic and
power consumption implications of using interactive
(mobile-connected) cloud applications.

users (such as an Optical Line Terminal in a Passive
Optical Network). With the time based model, the
energy consumption is expressed in terms of the time
required for that device to provide the cloud or content
service to the user.
The “flow based” energy model is applied to equipment
that is shared by many (hundreds to thousands) of
users or services. This model is used for equipment
such as an edge or core router. In this model the
energy consumption is expressed in terms of the
capacity (bit/sec) of the service that is being dealt
with by the (shared) network element. Flow based
models are adopted when the number of users or
services sharing a network element is too large for the
time based model to be practical.
To apply and validate these models, a set of
measurements was performed to compare energy
consumption of a service provided by nano data
centres and the energy consumption when provided
by centralised data centres. Raspberry Pi’s minicomputers were adopted as the nano servers for
the comparison.

NANO DATA CENTRES
I have also researched the energy efficiency of the
new “nano data centre” paradigm. This paradigm is
based upon tiny computers that are becoming popular
as servers located in end-user premises for cloud
and Internet of Things (IoT) services. These highly
distributed servers located in end-user premises that
can host and distribute content and applications in a
peer-to-peer (P2P) fashion are known as nano data
centres. Content distribution using nano data centres
is being studied as a potential strategy to help reduce
the overall Internet service energy consumption.
Ascertaining the energy savings that may be achieved
by using nano data centres requires the development
of energy models for all the components of the
content delivery eco-system. To do this, CEET has
implemented two types of energy models, depending
upon the equipment being modelled. These two
models have been named “time based” and “flow
based” models.
The “time based” energy model was developed for
equipment that is either not shared (i.e. a single user
such as a home modem) or is shared only by a few

15

Networked Raspberry Pi’s to form a nano data centre
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A number of findings emerged from this study,
including the factors in the system design that allow
nano data centres to consume less energy than their
centralised counterpart. These factors included (a)
the location of nano servers relative to the users, (b)
the type of access network attached to nano servers
and (c) the ratio of nano servers’ active times to
idle time, (d) the ratio of requests from users to the
number of updates or pre-loads of copies of data
required to provide the service.
This study has shown that, depending on the
factors listed above, nano data centres can
complement centralised data centres to improve
the energy efficiency of a wide variety of cloud
and content delivery.
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With the increasing popularity of interactive services
that require low latency times, the use of smaller,
local data centres will become essential. This study
provides guidelines for implementing decentralised
cloud and content delivery services in an energy
efficient manner.
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DECENTRALISED OPTIMISATION
AND GAME THEORY
The Internet is, in reality, a very complex network of
networks with many thousands of players involved
in its operation. For example; the Internet Service
Providers we use to connect to the Internet, the
telecommunications carriers that provide the
communications links around the globe, the
companies that provide services via the Internet
and the data centre operators are all players in
the global Interent.
With so many different parties involved in the
Internet’s operation, one issue that we must consider
when we investigate technologies and techniques
for improving the energy efficiency of the Internet is
how the effectiveness of one player’s improvement
strategy may be reduced by the actions of another
player within the Internet zoo of participants.
CEET is attempting to address this issue by
constructing energy consumption models for the
cloud and content delivery eco-systems which
recognise the fact that these eco-systems include
multiple players who may or may not have an interest
in energy efficiency. Using these models CEET is
developing optimisation tools to analyse and optimise
the energy consumption of large-scale distributed
CDNs in which the players need to juggle energy
efficiency with other business imperatives, such as
several key ‘quality of service’ metrics.

Tony Lin (PhD student)
I have developed an optimisation tool based upon
distributed optimisation and game theory. This
approach is being developed for real-time multimedia
traffic that does not tolerate delay and packet loss.
This type of traffic (such as real-time video) is
displaying strong growth and is already a dominant
traffic type in the Internet.

service providers will use different parts of the network
to distribute their content and the network may be
owned and operated by yet another agent.
Another important factor in the algorithm is
recognition that service providers must satisfy
a range of service quality criteria to ensure they
fulfil their Quality of Service obligations to their
customers. In this work, these service quality criteria
are represented by delay of data transport across
the network and load balancing of traffic through the
network. We would expect a service provider to include
these types of factors, in addition to minimising
power consumption. This means the problem must
be formulated as a multi-factor or joint optimisation,
involving not just power alone.
To date, the results of the modelling show that the
combination of multiple agents (players) and the
multi-factor optimisation aspect produces a very rich
diversity of behaviours across the network, as each
player juggles its requirements for ensuring adequate
Quality of Service and network power consumption.
For example, comparing the minimum network power
consumption attained by a single centrally controlled
network to that attained by a multi-player network
we find that, provided the players share enough
equipment, the central and multi-player optima are
very close. However, if a minimal amount of network
equipment is shared by all the players, then the
centralised minimum can be much less than that
attained by the individual players.
This is an example of the so-called “price of anarchy”
in which a centralised-agent optimum consumes
less power than the multi-player optimum (the “Nash
Equilibrium”). Several scenarios produce a significant
price of anarchy difference between the centralisedagent solution and the Nash Equilibrium.

To optimise the energy efficiency of a network
dominated by this type of traffic is made more
These results indicate that the GreenTouch centralised
difficult by the fact that it is not realistic to assume
core network optimisation (which provides an energy
a single centralised entity has control over the whole
saving
of 97% in 2020 compared to 2010, with an
system. Real systems involve multiple agents (some
almost
10-fold increase in core network traffic)
are network operators, others are service providers)
can
be
realised
even though the core of the Internet
with different objectives and goals. To reflect this fact,
involves
many
independent
players. This saving is
CEET is using decentralised optimisation and game
possible
because
the
core
network
infrastructure
theory to develop a distributed algorithm for energyis
highly
shared
by
the
many
players
involved in
optimised real-time data traffic distribution. This
its
operation.
algorithm accounts for the fact that different
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DETERMINING AND DEFINING
“ENERGY EFFICIENCY”
The global effort into making telecommunications
sustainable has historically focused on several
“metrics”. These are “energy per user” or “power per
user” and “energy per bit”. These quantities enable
comparing different networks and technologies
because they “normalise” for the size of the network.
(By size, we mean the number of users or the amount
of traffic in the network.) Metrics are crucial to
designing strategies for improving energy efficiency.
Depending upon the metric, different aspects of
the network’s operation will be highlighted for the
development of improvement strategies.
Most publications on energy efficiency of networks
focus on energy per bit (or a variant of this) at the
time of peak traffic. This is because networks are
designed to accommodate the peak traffic without a
significant loss in quality of service. However, during
a 24-hour day, the traffic in a network will typically
reduce (sometimes significantly) below the peak-hour
level during the late night/early morning hours. This
means a significant amount of equipment may stand
idle during these off-peak times. Many researchers
have proposed placing lesser utilised equipment into a
low power state during these times.
This daily cycle provides an opportunity to look at
metrics that are not solely based on the peak time.
For example, GreenTouch uses a metric based on
the quotient of the total traffic over a year and the
total network energy consumed over that time. This
approach does include the low traffic times of the
diurnal cycle and not just the peak hour.
However, there are other approaches that can be
taken to defining the network energy-efficiency metric
over the full diurnal cycle. CEET is researching several
heuristic metrics that can be defined over the diurnal
cycle to see what information they provide about
the network and what strategies they suggest for
improving energy efficiency.
The results of CEET’s work to date indicate that
applying a single metric to individual networks,
network elements and services will produce
significantly different results. Furthermore, when
the same metric is used by a network operator, the
strategies it suggests for improving energy efficiency
of the network may conflict with the strategies the
same metric suggests to service providers using
that network.

19

CEET is continuing to develop network energy
models for the full diurnal cycle, which can be used to
define a range of intuitive energy-efficiency metrics
that can be used to focus on specific aspects of
network operation. This work is being partially
funded by a Discovery Project from the Australian
Research Council.

Ashrar Matin (MEng student)
Even if we focus on the popular metric of “energy per
bit”, there is more than one way to calculate its value.
We can take the total network power at some time
during the day and divide that power by the
total traffic in the network at that time. The result,
which has units of Watts/bit/sec, has dimensions
of Joules/bit.
Another approach to calculating an energy per bit is
to calculate the total energy consumed by the
network over a set time (such as a day) and divide
that energy value by the total traffic through the
network over the day (in bits). This result also has
units of Joules per bit.
However, when we compare these two values, we
will most likely find they are different. This is due to
the fact that, over the day, the amount of traffic
being carried by the network varies. This daily
variation is often referred to as the traffic “diurnal
cycle”. I am researching the relationships between
the measures of “energy per bit”and their relationship
to metrics such as “energy per user” and “power per
user”. We have found that these metrics, although
they may appear to be very similar, can result in
significantly different values depending on the
time of the day they are evaluated. To date, these
metrics have typically been evaluated for the time
of peak traffic in the network. However, because of
current network operating practices, this is when the
network is operating at its most energy efficient. By
researching these metrics during off-peak times and
analysing the differences between these metrics,
we hope to clarify the concept of “energy efficiency”
and how it can be used to make networks
more sustainable.
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DISTRIBUTED RAMAN FIBRE
AMPLIFIERS (DRFAS) AND ERBIUM
DOPED FIBRE AMPLIFIERS (EDFAS).
Optical amplifiers are now an essential component
in long-haul high-capacity optical links. The EDFA is
the most widely used optical amplifier technology
today and the DRFA is growing in popularity due to
its ability to preserve the optical signal quality over
very long-distance links. However, the DRFA requires
significantly more power to operate than the EDFA,
resulting in a trade-off between amplifier power and
signal quality.

Peter Wang (MEng Student)

I have developed energy consumption models for
each of these amplifiers in an endeavour to
understand this trade-off and determine which of
these amplifiers is the most energy efficient for
high-capacity optical links.

Team

The models account for the various noise processes
in each amplifier as well as the power inefficiencies of
the pump lasers and pump processes. Furthermore,
the models also include the use of Forward Error
Correction (FEC) and its power requirements. (FEC
is a technology that adds additional bits to the data
stream and uses these bits to remove errors at the
receiving end.)
The inclusion of FEC is essential because it is an
integral part of long-haul, high speed optical link
technology today and into the future. FEC comes in
several forms with differing power requirements. A
simpler form (“hard decision” FEC) consumes less
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power but cannot correct as many errors as a more
sophisticated form (“soft decision” FEC), which
requires more power but can correct more errors.
The results show that for links that require soft
decision FEC, DRFAs provide better energy efficiency
(lower energy/bit/km) than EDFAs. However for links
that only require hard decision FEC, EDFAs provide
better energy efficiency. The choice of soft or hard
decision FEC thus depends on a range of link
design requirements.
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Energy Implications
of the Internet of Things (IoT)
The IoT can be simply described as the connection of
sensors, actuators, embedded devices and everyday
physical items (Toasters, Egg trays, Dog Collars) to
data processing facilities via communication networks
(i.e. the Internet) which provide services for the benefit
of users. It is expected that most of these devices
will be wirelessly connected using communication
protocols like ZigBee, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and 433MHz.
Industry estimates are that the IoT will encompass
between 50-200 Billion connected devices by 2020.

to potentially many hundreds of things, before this
traffic enters the network. As the IoT is progressively
adopted around the globe, there will be billions of
gateways deployed worldwide.

2) Simple gateways will merely send aggregated data
through the network to a data centre.

Having identified the key use-case scenarios (e.g.
Home Automation & Security, E-health, Smart
Buildings, Connected Vehicles) that may form the
basis of an IoT deployment, the focus of my work
has been to determine the energy cost of these
use-cases. Initial experiments using off-the-shelf
devices (e.g. temperature sensor, security camera) in
a simple home automation system test-bed indicates
an additional aggregated data throughput between
2 Kbit/s and 4 Mbit/s depending on device activity
(e.g. duty-cycle) and type (sensor/camera). This is in
addition to the usual data throughput of the average
home with internet connections and is measured

The explosion of connected devices will lead to
significant growth in data traffic, increased signalling
and control traffic, increased energy consumption
and many more challenges yet unknown. A simple,
first-order estimate of the energy consumption of
the IoT indicates that its energy consumption will
Today’s networks have been designed to cope with
be dominated by the IoT gateways and could be up
users sending modest volumes of traffic upstream
to 100TWh per year. At a global level, the carbon
into the network, and receiving much greater volumes footprint of this energy consumption is equivalent to
of traffic downstream, typically from data centres. The approximately 14 million cars and 18 coal-fired power
IoT turns this situation on its head because the IoT
stations. Locally, many of these gateways will not have
involves many billions of sensors sending frequent,
access to mains power and will preferably operate
but individually tiny, bursts of data upstream into the
using renewable energy. This will require the gateways
network. This change means it will be necessary to
to be as energy efficient as possible.
rethink how that traffic is carried into and through
Chrispin Gray (PhD student)
the networks in an energy-efficient and sustainable
manner. A “mission critical” first step toward meeting I have been researching the energy implications of
this challenge is the deployment of new “IoT gateways” an IoT with a primary focus on the gateways and
to interface between the things and the data network. network. This includes the identification of relevant
IoT application use-case scenarios, modelling and
Depending upon its sophistication, the IoT gateway is
quantifying the gateway and network energy cost of
expected to undertake three or four main functions:
the identified use-cases through experimentation
and measurements, and determining energy-efficient
1) All gateways will aggregate the traffic from
alternative deployment strategies to ensure the IoT is
the sensors.
sustainable in the long term.

3) Advanced gateways may process the data from the
sensors before sending the resulting traffic through
the network to the data centre.
4) All gateways will participate in the control and
management of the IoT actuators and services as a
whole.
The gateways will aggregate and/or process traffic
from a number of things, ranging from only few things
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at the IoT gateway. As part of this project, an energy
consumption model for a home automation and
security system has been developed to analyse the
energy consumption of future home automation
products and services.
The IoT architecture will include most of the present
Internet network structure, including Cloud services.
Data collected by sensors will be transmitted to
the cloud via the gateway and telecommunications
network. Determining the most energy-efficient
technologies and network architectures will be an
important aspect of future IoT deployment. In 2014
a study was conducted on the power consumption
of different access network technologies and
architectures for expected IoT-type traffic (i.e. from
1 Kbit/s to 1 Mbit/s per device). It was shown that a
shared corporate Wi-Fi network with passive optical
network (PON) backhaul will be the most energy
efficient option if the Wi-Fi background traffic level
is modest. Access via 4G Wireless (LTE) is also very
efficient if the site IoT traffic level is low relative to
other traffic – up to around 100 Kbit/s. At higher IoT
rates a Gigabit PON access provides the most
energy-efficient solution.
These results show the relative energy efficiency of
these access technologies is heavily dependent on
the amount of non-IoT traffic that is sharing the
network infrastructure. While IoT traffic is a relatively
small proportion of the overall traffic (e.g. traffic of a
few tens or hundreds of bytes every few seconds) it
may be more energy efficient to use wireless access.
However, if the IoT traffic becomes a significant
proportion of the overall access traffic, then wireline
access will be more energy efficient.
In another study, a simple stock control application
was investigated to ascertain the energy-efficient
design options for communicating with end devices
in the Internet of Things. Three communication
paradigms are considered:
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• Event-driven: The device communicates with the
gateway when an event occurs (e.g. a stock item
is consumed)
• Broadcast: The device broadcasts its current status
to the gateway at preset intervals irrespective of
whether or not an event has occurred, and
• Polling: The gateway requests the information from
the device.
Using four different wireless communication interface
modules (Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi & 433MHz), energy
consumption measurements were obtained and
compared for the same data transmitted (8-bytes).
The results suggest that an IoT application designer
must take careful consideration of the application
requirements to determine the most energy-efficient
design. It further suggests that applications should
be designed to adapt to traffic levels by selecting a
different communications paradigm when it becomes
more energy efficient to do so. Overall, the study found
that Wi-Fi was generally the least energy-efficient
for the three communication paradigms in this case,
while ZigBee was the most energy-efficient.
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Internet Services Energy
Modelling and Assessment
CEET is now known as a world leader in modelling
power consumption of telecommunications networks
and equipment. However, most of us interact with the
Internet via the services it provides. These include
services such as social networks, on-line document
editors, photo storage and much more. Similarly most
corporations and organisations interact with the
Internet via the services they either provide or access
via the Internet. Therefore, it is a natural endeavour
to understand the energy consumption of services
provided by the Internet. Although this concept is
relatively simple to state, providing a quantitative
assessment of the energy consumption of an Internet
service is very difficult because a network element
carries multiple services simultaneously.
In the past year, the Internet Services Energy
Modelling team has focused on developing a set of
comprehensive energy models to assess the energy
consumption of: (i) corporate information and
communications technology (ICT) services provided by
telecom operators to their customers, and (ii) overthe-top (OTT) mobile applications carried via mobile
carriers’ networks.
Today, and even more so into the future, both
telecommunications providers and many of their
(corporate) customers are highly motivated to assess
the energy consumption (and hence carbon footprint)
of the telecommunications infrastructure they use.
For example, many organisations are adopting “triple
bottom line” accounting in which the organisation
reports not just on its financial position, but also
on its social and environmental outcomes. Other
organisations have adopted “carbon neutrality” or
“zero carbon footprint” as a corporate
environmental objective.
Because ICT is such an important part of any
modern organisation, there is a strong move toward
measuring the carbon footprint of ICT services used
by organisations.
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This means telecom operators are eagerly searching
for methodologies that can be used to assess the
energy consumption of the ICT services they provide
to their corporate customers. Providing ICT services
to a large corporate customer may involve thousands
of network elements and a large number of networks
managed by the telecom operator; thus it is often
the case that certain network measurements will be
unavailable or missing. To overcome this issue CEET
has developed a comprehensive energy assessment
model, which can adapt to different granularities
of network information that may be available to the
telecom operator. This work has formed the basis of a
contribution to the International Telecommunications
Union to standardise the methods for assessing the
energy consumption of ICT services.
The team is continuing to develop the energy models
to assess the energy consumption of delivering OTT
mobile applications via mobile access networks. Since
mobile applications will soon dominate the mobile
networks, it is important for the mobile carriers to
assess the energy consumed by their networks to
deliver the OTT content. CEET is collaborating with
China Mobile via the GreenTouch’s Energy Metric
for Users (EMU) project in assessing the energy
consumption of OTT mobile applications.
A provisional patent on the energy assessment of
corporate ICT services has been filed by AlcatelLucent. The energy assessment methodology is also
included in a new ITU-T SG5 standard “Assessment
of Energy Consumption of ICT Services”. Following
the success in standardising the energy assessment
models for corporate ICT services, the new energy
models for OTT mobile applications will be
presented for future standardisation via AlcatelLucent and GreenTouch.
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Low-Energy
Fibre Access Networks
LOW POWER POINT-TO-POINT
OPTICAL ACCESS TECHNOLOGY
In this project, CEET is improving the energy efficiency
of the wireline access network, which is currently one
of the biggest contributors to power consumption in
telecommunications networks. Fibre-to-the-Premises
(FTTP) is widely seen as the next generation fixed
access system, and has been shown to be a major
contributor to the telecommunications network
power consumption. A widely used FTTP network
configuration is based on sharing each fibre coming
out of the local exchange across multiple customers,
so called “point-to-multipoint”. This is done by using
a passive splitter, which splits the optical signal from
the local exchange across multiple users, with each
user receiving the same signal. The receiver in the
user’s home then selects out the messages for
that user.
While FTTP is the most energy efficient access
technology available today, further reducing its power
consumption will have a significant impact on the
total carbon footprint of telecommunications services.
As the demand for capacity increases, researching
new access network configurations and technologies
has shown that, with the right technology mix, other
access network architectures may be more energy
efficient than traditional point-to-multipoint FTTP.
When businesses and household customers are
demanding very high access speeds and good linksecurity, a point-to-point (PtP) architecture is a
more attractive option. It allocates a separate,
dedicated fibre from the exchange to each customer
thereby enabling higher data rates and a higher
standard of service.

and the local exchange are constantly powered on and
consume a significant amount of power even during
low traffic periods. In traditional access networks, the
optical transceivers located at both ends consume
more than 40% of the total system power. In 2014,
our team focused on developing an Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) optical transmitter/
receiver (“transceiver”), which optimizes its power
consumption for PtP fibre access with data rates
up to 1Gb/s.
The conventional PtP optical transceivers for access
networks are designed with limited consideration of
power consumption. The optical transceiver is
always operated at a high fixed optical power. Our
optical transceiver is specifically designed for PtP
links with a data rate of up to 1Gb/s and to optimize
its power consumption. In our design, two methods
have been developed to improve the energy efficiency
of the transceiver.

First, we reduce the power consumption by improving
the input-current to output-power conversion
efficiency by re-designing the optical transceiver
circuit topology and system integration. The new
transceiver design is based on low-power CMOS
technology that minimises the circuit power
consumption and includes an integrated laser and
photo-detector with the ASIC driving circuit. The
system integration helps to reduce the circuit
parasitics. Additionally, the integration also
removes power-consuming interconnects.
Conventional optical driver topology has a poor
current-to-power conversion efficiency (<40%),
The main goals of this research project are to
whereas the CEET driver topology is able to achieve up
specify, quantify and measure the PtP fibre access
to 90% conversion efficiency. At the receiver, we
architecture with the lowest possible energy
utilise a more energy-efficient amplifier which offers
consumption. The outcomes of this project will provide a higher signal conversion gain compared to the
solutions and guidelines to network developers and
conventional approach.
subscribers on the energy benefit of PtP fibre access
networks. In conventional optical access networks,
Secondly, our transceiver offers the flexibility to
equipment located at both the customers’ premises
optimize its power consumption using an adaptive
25
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power control mechanism. This allows the CEET
transceiver to adapt its power consumption to the
link loss. Our system can dynamically adjust the
laser driving current to the optimal point, which
minimizes power consumption but ensures
acceptable performance.
CEET demonstrated the low-power optical transceiver
and the adaptive power-control mechanism at the
GreenTouch meeting in November 2014. A highdefinition video was streamed over a fibre link in the
experimental test bed. The power consumption of the
CEET optical transceiver is measured to be less than
25mW for a network reach of >20km. With the network
reach reduced to <100m, the power consumption
of the transceiver can be further reduced to <15mW
using CEET’s adaptive power-control mechanism.
This is equivalent to 32-53 times power reduction
compared to the 2010 commercially available PtP
transceivers, which typically have power
consumption of around 800mW.
This project is contributing to the GreenTouch project
on “Low Energy Fibre Access Architecture”. Our
contributions, together with the research findings
from other GreenTouch research partners, will help
identifying the most energy-efficient fibre access
architecture for the future Green wireline Access.
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ERROR CORRECTION CODING
FOR OPTICAL ACCESS NETWORKS
One option for reducing power consumption in optical
fibre links is to reduce the power transmitted into the
fibre links. However, this will increase the potential
for the received signal to be more error prone. Error
correction coding (also referred to as Forward Error
Correction or FEC) will remove these errors, but
implementing the coding requires energy. FEC has
traditionally been used in long-haul optical links in the
network core. The use of error correction is mandatory
in optical access networks functioning at speeds
of 10 Gbps and beyond. Traditionally, encoding and
decoding for error correction in access networks is
performed on a frame-by-frame basis rather than on
a per-user basis. This implies the user has to decode
the whole frame and not just data meant for the user,
leading to unnecessary processing and wastage of
energy. In this project, we develop technology that
allows error correction on a per-user basis and hence
provides energy savings.
In this work, we have developed a scheme for encoding
at the optical line terminal in a passive optical network
on a per-user rather than per-frame basis. The
scheme can simultaneously handle multiple users,
using multiple error-correction codes and each user
is able to receive data at a different rate. A challenge
in implementing error correction coding in an access
network is that the network has multiple connections
between the local exchange and the network users.
For example, in a typical Gigabit Passive Optical
Network (GPON) one fibre connection at the local
exchange may service 32 users. Not all the users are
active all the time. For example, it is possible that only
eight out of the 32 users are active at a given time
and all 32 users are active at another time. The GPON
therefore shares its resources across multiple users
and the data rate per user varies over time, depending
on factors such as the information being transmitted,
and the number of active users.
Based on the quality of service required by a given
user as well as the channel quality at the user
optical network terminal, different users may require
different levels of error correction. To accommodate
this, our proposed architecture allows variation in
error correction schemes among users, with each
user receiving a unique “code word”, based on the
error correction scheme. The CEET solution also
allows spreading out of a code word corresponding
to a user across several time slots. This ensures the
error coding technology can accommodate lowering
the rate of processing at the user end to the user
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rate (that could be as low as tens of Mbps instead
of 10 Gbps), leading to significant savings in energy
consumption. The CEET system uses a single flexible
encoder across all users, thereby also keeping the
system cost down.
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Energy-Efficient
Optical Transmission
With the continued growth of Internet traffic, it has
been found to be more cost effective in the core of
the Internet to carry data via very high-speed optical
links. Today, speeds of up to 400 Gigabit/second are
not uncommon and the next generation of optical
link systems will attain capacities of 1 Terabit/sec
(1000 Giga bits per second). These ultra-high speed
communications systems rely on a range of advanced
modulation techniques that are more susceptible to
degradation than the traditional intensity modulated
formats used in the previous generations of (lower
speed) optical systems.

haul and metro applications. We have investigated
the hardware requirements of these adaptive
digital coherent transceivers to gain insight into the
opportunities that are available to maximise their
energy efficiency. In particular the project focused
on the challenges and solutions for power-efficient
implementation of the electro-optical front-end
and digital signal processing in these next
generation transceivers. This work has provided
several options for implementing power-saving
modes for these transceivers.

Another option for ultra-high capacity optical systems
Advanced modulation formats require sophisticated
is to use multi-carrier transmission. Traditional optical
electronics at each end of the link. At the transmitter
systems used a single carrier, which is modulated
end, coding of the signal and implementation of
using either amplitude or (more recently) phase
the modulation onto the optical frequency involves
modulation. As the demand for higher capacity optical
a significant amount of digital signal processing,
systems has developed, single carrier systems have
which may include implementing error correction
been found inadequate. A technology being developed
coding. Similarly, at the receiver, the signal must be
for the next generation ultra-high capacity systems
extracted from the received optical signal as well as
uses multiple carriers, each being modulated as part
error corrected using the error coding implemented
of the overall system, so as to provide capacities well
at the transmitter. This means designing an energy
beyond 400 Gbit/s. These systems enable a diverse
efficient high-speed optical link is a trade-off between range of modulation formats to be applied to the
capacity, reach and the amount of power consumed
multiple carriers, resulting in many options being
by the digital signal processing at both ends of the
available to the network engineer for designing optical
link. Therefore, designing high-speed optical links in
links. The selection of carrier count and modulation
an energy-efficient fashion for the transmission
format will depend on a range of factors including
of information over long distances is a
distance, capacity, degradation mechanisms, energy
challenging problem.
consumption and more.
CEET’s Optical Links team constructed an end-to-end
energy model for a long-distance optical transmission
link that includes the power consumption of the
transmitter, the receiver and the optical amplifiers
used along the link. Using this model we showed that
the use of spectrally-efficient higher order
modulation formats may not always lead to higher
energy efficiency.
It is expected that optical transceivers which
automatically adapt their modulation format to the
required distance and data rate will be widely used in
future optical communications, especially in long-
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We have investigated schemes for enhancing the
energy efficiency of core optical networks that use
multicarrier transmission. Our analysis showed that
the simultaneous use of adaptive modulation and
coding, flexible spectrum allocation, wavelength
conversion, and traffic grooming can lead to much
improved energy efficiency, compared to
conventional fixed link designs.

Hamid Khodakarami (PhD student)
I have investigated the use of various flexible
techniques for the design of future energy-efficient
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long-haul optical networks. I employed flexible
techniques, namely (i) adaptive modulation
and coding, (ii) flexible spectrum allocation, (iii)
wavelength conversion and (iv) traffic grooming. I
also formulated the problem of energy efficient
routing and spectrum allocation in core optical
networks incorporating these flexible techniques.
To solve this I have developed a heuristic solution
that provides an energy-minimized design of longhaul optical networks by avoiding under-utilization
of network resources such as optical fibres,
transponders and amplifiers.
I used a fixed architecture that does not employ the
above mentioned flexible techniques as a benchmark
for comparison. Numerical results were calculated for
both a West European and a US core optical network.
These results show that the flexible architecture
applied to these networks provide energy efficiency
improvements of 4.2 and 1.8 for the West European
network for low and high traffic demands,
respectively. For the US network, the results are
improvements of 6.4 and 1.9 for low and high
traffic demands, respectively.
Following my previous work, I have also been
focusing on dynamic resource allocation in optical
core networks for energy-efficient quality of service

Team
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provisioning in the context of software defined
networking. I performed long-term scheduling
of optical lightpaths off-line using mixed integer
programming. Then, according to the available
optical capacities across the network, the problem
of traffic grooming is solved online at each time slot
for minimizing the power consumption of
electronic switching.
The minimization target here is the average energy
consumption for a certain period of time that is
determined by the ISP’s planning intervals. The
average energy consumption includes the energy
consumption of optical transponders as well as
electronic switching (traffic grooming) performed at
the core nodes. This work involves use of distanceadaptive optical transponders that can support
transmission distances of up to 10000 km,
employing adaptive modulation and coding as
well as flexible spectrum allocation. This work also
encompasses characterization and forecasting of
diurnal, weekly and annual network traffic variations,
which forms one of the inputs for network design. The
numerical and simulation results in US and European
core optical networks show significant energy savings
through employing dynamic long-term and shortterm scheduling.
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Energy-Efficient
Wireless Networks
LOW SIGNAL TO NOISE
RATIO WIRELESS RECEIVER
Wireless access networks are less energy-efficient
than wired access networks. Today’s wireless access
systems are designed so that the signal power is
much greater than the background noise power. This
corresponds to a high “Signal to Noise Ratio” (SNR).
One major contributor to the low energy efficiency of
wireless access networks is the high output power
from the base stations; required because each base
station must cover a large area. Furthermore, the
power amplifier is very inefficient and is another key
contributor to the wasted energy. To improve energy
efficiency, we want to reduce the transmit power. This
results in a relatively low SNR at the receiver, where
the signal power is reduced but most of the noise
power remains.

even in a low SNR environment, thereby securing a
significant energy efficiency improvement.
The energy gains were verified via computer
simulations and a physical demonstration of a pointto-point wireless link running both the conventional
and low-SNR receiver. The demonstration was part
of the GreenTouch consortium meeting held at
Melbourne University in November 2014.

Dinuka Kudavithana (PhD student)

My research focus is on Energy-Efficient Wireless
Systems. I have modelled the energy of a point-topoint wireless transmission system by analysing
the computational complexity of different parts
of the receiver, such as the equalizer, decoder and
We have explored the low energy limitations of
synchronizer. The energy consumption of these
wireless point-to-point links where a receiver’s signal- components can be expressed as a function of data
to-noise ratio is very low and typical wireless receivers rate, spectrum bandwidth, code rate, modulation
cannot ensure proper data demodulation. To test out
scheme, and receiver SNR.
theoretical work, we have implemented an energy
efficient wireless receiver for the low-SNR regime
Using these expressions, the energy trade-offs for
based on the principle of iterative channel estimation different wireless link designs were used to optimise
and equalisation.
its energy efficiency. The results show that higher
order modulations and low-bandwidth configuration
A wireless receiver system consists of three major
is more energy efficient for short distance
parts: (a) the front end which receives the wireless
transmission, while wide-band signals and lower order
radio signal, (b) the inner receiver which compensates modulation schemes are preferred in long distance
for the varying gain experienced by the wireless
communication. Thus, as the transmission distance
signal from the base station, and determines the
increases, the power amplifier dominates the
frequency and phase of the incoming signal as well as total energy.
determining the timing of the data. The inner receiver
endeavours to present almost perfect symbols
The wireless energy models were also used to
perturbed only by noise to (c) the outer receiver, which investigate and optimize the energy of cellular
then decodes the signal for the user.
systems. The results show that receiver energy
consumption is negligible compared to that of the
At low SNR, acquisition of the frequency, phase and
base-station energy and therefore optimization
timing is difficult because the signal is not clearly
approaches should focus on reducing the basedifferentiated from the noise. CEET has re-designed a station energy. According to the findings, there exists
receiver that uses iterative feedback that can acquire an optimum cell range for a given user density and
sufficient signal information to extract the data
data rate.
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Currently my research work is focused on modelling
and analysing “cooperative relay wireless networks”
from an energy efficiency perspective. Relay wireless
networks consist of multiple wireless nodes that relay
information from one node to the next to a final single
network receiver node. These networks are likely to be
a key architecture for the Internet-of-Things (IoT).

Olivia Zhu (PhD student)
My research was inspired by the potential power
savings that can be attained by using a coordinated
narrow-beam forming technology in mobile base
stations. This technology could form the basis of a
new Coordinated Scheduling/Beamforming strategy
for Long Term Evolution (LTE).
This scheme works as follows; within the coverage
area of a traditional base station sector, rather than
using a single broad beam to cover the entire sector
as is done currently, this new approach energises one
of several narrow beams in each time epoch. Across
a cluster of base stations serving the same area,
the best beam combination is activated in each
time epoch to maximise user utility by applying a
proportional fair scheduling algorithm
to allocate resources.
My research is evaluating the performance that
could be achieved using a network of base stations
with multiple switchable or steerable narrow beams.
Because the multiple beams need to be
coordinated, this evaluation must also include
the associated computation cost of the beam
coordination and control.
To undertake this study I have developed a computer
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simulation of a mobile access network consisting of
multiple cooperative base stations each with multiple
coordinated, switchable narrow beams.
This simulation has been used to identify the
potential improvements in throughput and userperceived performance. The simulator has been
calibrated against a pre-existing CEET simulator and
models constructed by several members of
the GreenTouch consortium.
The results show that for an area in which the user
population density is relatively high (such as a
Central Business District during business hours) the
coordinated narrow-beam technology performed
markedly better than the current broad-beam
technology in all aspects. (These included, the
average user Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR),
average user download speed, failure rate of not
being able to complete a download a 16 Mbit file
within 4s, and the energy efficiency (Joules/Mbit)
of data transmission.)
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Impact of the National
Broadband Network (NBN)
on the National Economy
and Energy Consumption
CARBON FOOTPRINT OF THE
NATIONAL BROADBAND NETWORK
Ubiquitous broadband is widely seen as important
for both economic and social development worldwide. Many new businesses are being created with
the intent of providing new services to users over
broadband networks. Almost all governments are
moving to broadband to provide many community and
government services.
In Australia, the move toward ubiquitous broadband
is being realised by the construction of Australia’s
National Broadband Network (NBN). Although there
have been significant differences between Australia’s
dominant political parties on the technical details of
the NBN, both sides agree ubiquitous broadband will
be fundamental to the nation’s economic and social
growth over the coming decades.
Apart from providing many new services, ubiquitous
broadband is also seen as providing an opportunity to
mitigate humankind’s carbon footprint. For example,
the use of teleconferencing to replace air travel to
meetings, the use of telework to remove the need to
drive to the office, downloading e-books and digital
content instead of dispatching hard-copies. (For more
examples see “GeSI SMARTer 2020 report”.) These and
many other uses of broadband offer an opportunity
to re-structure a national economy away from higher
carbon generating industries (such as air and car
travel) to lower carbon alternatives.

broadband may stimulate enough additional economic
activity to increase, rather than reduce, humanity’s
carbon footprint.
This effect has been observed. For example, the
1970’s oil shock stimulated the airline industry to
develop more fuel efficient jet engines to reduce its
oil consumption. However, over the years since then,
reduced fuel costs produced reduced airfares, which
stimulated demand to the extent that today air travel
is far more common than 40 years ago.
Applying this reasoning to broadband raises the
question of whether or not ubiquitous broadband
will provide a pathway to reducing a nation’s carbon
footprint (by restructuring the economy toward lower
carbon activities) or stimulate the economy to the
extent of increasing its overall carbon footprint.

Sascha Suessspeck (PhD student)

My background is not that of a typical engineering
PhD candidate. I have a degree in economics and
a background in telecommunications business
modelling, which have provided me with a skill set
well suited to this project. I have worked on this
project with the Centre of Policy Studies (CoPS)
based at Victoria University. A crucial part of my
research was the development of a techno-economic
model of Australia’s NBN to address the question of
However, it is not that simple. Some economists have whether ubiquitous broadband will, of itself, increase
pointed out that there is another dynamic that needs
or decrease the carbon footprint of a nation. The
to be accounted for. This dynamic is sometimes called model used for this research is based on the CoPS
“Jevon’s paradox”, the “Kahzoom-Brookes postulate”
“computable general equilibrium model” (CGEM),
or the “rebound effect”. For broadband, the rebound
which quantifies the multiple economic impacts of
effect works like this. The use of broadband provides
national policy decisions on Australia. In this case, the
improvements in productivity or efficiency (more
“national policy decision” is the deployment of the NBN.
goods and services per dollar or more goods and
services per gram of carbon). Such improvements
During 2014 I focused on developing spatial analysis
are typically accompanied by a price reduction, which, of the NBN to identify the incremental changes to
in turn, will increase demand. Therefore, the use of
broadband availability across the nation in a future
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with NBN as opposed no NBN. The model was updated
to accommodate potential changes in the roll-out
of the NBN resulting from the recently released
“Strategic Review” report on the NBN. This report
proposed an “Optimised Multi-Technology Mix” option
as a preferred technology mix for the roll-out of the
NBN. The multi-technology option includes several
access technologies each providing a different uplink
and downlink bandwidth (the technologies being FTTP,
FTTN, vectored VDSL, FTTB and HFC).
The inputs to the CGEM are based on productivity
changes (referred to as “shocks”) resulting from the
wide-spread deployment of six broadband services
that are expected to have the most significant impact
on Australia’s economy, in terms of productivity
improvements, labour force participation and changes
to private household consumption.
To analyse the economic impact of the six broadband
services being provided via the Optimised MultiTechnology Mix NBN architecture, a geo-spatial
model for the NBN has been constructed. This model
represents the bandwidth available as a function of
location of premises in the service area relative to the
local exchange or network node. The model provides a
range of values that can be selected for the minimum
uplink and downlink bandwidth requirements for the
key services, and maximum uplink and downlink
bandwidths provided by each technology in the
service area.
The different technologies described in the NBN
Strategic Review will cover different geographical
regions across the nation (e.g. HFC is primarily
deployed in urban areas). The geo-spatial model
allows for different percentage coverage of each
technology in different geographical regions. Using
this model enables the CGEM to simulate multiple
NBN deployment scenarios by simply selecting the
uplink and downlink speeds across the regions of
NBN coverage.
Publicly available information about the funding
(equity and debt) of the NBN was used to estimate
debt-servicing payments, including interest. The
resulting annual repayment amount was included in
the CGEM simulation to estimate the impact of these
repayments on the Australian economy over time.
Using this model, I have shown that, if the bandwidth
requirements of the new services are much smaller
than that provided by the existing Business as Usual
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(no-NBN) network, then the NBN does not provide
any additional economic growth. In this case, the
repayment for the cost of deploying the NBN (funded
primarily from overseas borrowings) places a heavy
burden on the economy. In contrast, if the new
services require bandwidths greater than provided
by the Business As Usual network, then the NBN
is required to secure the economic growth these
services will stimulate. In this case the economic
growth resulting from deploying the NBN to support
these services more than compensates for the
cost of deployment.
I have also found that having adequate uplink speeds
to enable the new services is essential for the NBN to
provide for good economic growth. A high downlink
speed network (without due consideration for uplink
speeds) will not provide economic growth.
In addition to estimating the energy demand and
carbon emissions derived from the change in
economic activity simulated in the CGEM, a model has
been developed for estimating the incremental
energy demand and carbon emissions related to the
NBN itself. The model includes estimates of the
energy demand of the infrastructure under the
Business as Usual (no-NBN) scenario as well as for
the various components of the Multi-Technology Mix
NBN architecture.
Looking at the carbon footprint of the NBN, I have
found that the economic growth stimulated by the
NBN will overwhelm the carbon abatement provided
by the economic restructuring resulting from the new
services. This means that ubiquitous broadband alone
is unlikely to reduce the nation’s carbon footprint.
Rather, an NBN needs to be part of a wider set of
carbon abatement policies, which leverage off the
availability of ubiquitous broadband.

Team
Sascha Suessspeck,
(PhD student)

Leith Campbell
Terrie Walmsley

Prof. Philip Adams (CoPS)
Rod Tucker
Kerry Hinton
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Energy-Efficient Data
Storage in the Zettabyte Era
With the increasing use of the “cloud”, data storage
in global data centres is growing rapidly. In general,
more and more data is being stored, both locally and
in the cloud, because storage technology has become
very cheap. IDC (a technology analyst company)
has estimated that in 2013 about 4.4 zettabytes
(4.4x1021 bytes) of data was stored in all media. It
has forecast that the quantity of data stored will
increase by ten times to 44 zettabytes (ZB) in 2020.
While other forecasts vary in quantity, all assume
exponential growth in data storage.
The energy consumed by data storage is therefore
increasingly significant in the overall energy use of
information and communications technology (ICT).
We have investigated whether or not the data storage
technology can, or is likely to, cope with the data
“tsunami” in an energy-efficient way. Our conclusion
is that major changes are needed in the management
of data in storage and in users’ expectations about
the ready availability of online data in order to contain
the energy used by data storage. This suggests that
previous forecasts of energy use for data storage have
been optimistic, at best.
We began to build a picture of energy use bottom-up
from our understanding of the energy used by storage
technologies. The principle storage technology is the
hard disk drive, present in many consumer devices
and used in large numbers in data centres. We
expect to see substantial increases in energy
efficiency of hard disk drives within a data centre over
the period from 2013 to 2020. For example,
high capacity drives consuming on average 12.8
Watts/terabyte (W/TB) in 2013 may consume only
2.7 W/TB in 2020, because disks continue to pack
more data into the same footprint but with the same
or lower energy consumption.
Other storage technologies considered were solidstate devices, high performance hard disks, MAID
(massive arrays of idle disks, an energy-efficient
way of managing hard disks) and removable storage,
such as magnetic tape and optical disks. All these
technologies are used in large, global data centres
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to provide storage in tiers, dependent on how readily
available the data needs to be. From our estimates of
the use of storage technologies and their estimated
energy usage, we calculated bottom-up the total
energy used in 2020 for storage in global data
centres under several scenarios for data growth.
We found that the continued physical power/storage
density improvement across all technologies will
unfortunately not contain the energy used for storing
ten times the amount of data, let alone fifteen times,
if the proportion of data stored in data centres (rather
than end-user devices) grows from today’s 40% to
60% of all data in 2020.
The most widely accepted estimate of power
consumption in global data centres in 2020 is 480
terawatt-hours from the GeSI Smarter 2020 study.
Our bottom-up estimates show that this value would
likely be too low if data is managed as it is today, even
given substantial increases in the energy efficiency of
storage technologies and in the overall efficiency of
data centres.
Instead, much more of this data would need to be on
idle storage (that is, not immediately available online)
or discarded, if the growth in energy use by global data
centres is to be contained. For example, if 72% of the
data were stored on MAID (22%) and removable
media (50%), then the fifteen times increase in data
stored could be accommodated with only a 24%
increase in power.
This would mean a substantial change in expectations
for domestic users of the cloud today, where the
expectation is that all data in the cloud is immediately
available online. For business users, good information
lifecycle management, where data is moved to offline
storage or discarded when it is no longer of use, can
help to mitigate the need for ever greater data storage.
All these changes will be required if data storage is to
remain sustainable in the zettabyte era.
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GREENTOUCH
Launched in 2010, GreenTouch is an international
consortium of 48 member organisations from the
Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
industry as well as academic and non-government
research groups. The member organisations are
dedicated to significantly improving the energy
efficiency of communications and data networks,
including the Internet, and thereby fundamentally
transforming and reducing the carbon footprint of ICT
devices, platforms and networks. This is achieved

by inventing new technologies, protocols
or architectures.
Through the University of Melbourne, CEET is a
founding member of GreenTouch and is a major
contributor at all levels within the organisation.
CEET holds positions on the GreenTouch Board and
contributes to the Technical Committee and the
Technology Work Groups.
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GreenTouch
GREENTOUCH GOAL
GreenTouch’s goal is to deliver, in 2015, a roadmap
of architectures, specifications and technologies that
will result in the energy efficiency of the Internet in
2020 improving by a factor of 1000 compared to
2010 levels. GreenTouch is introducing a new
paradigm by reinventing telecommunications
networks to ensure a sustainable future for data
networking and the Internet.
To assess the energy efficiency improvements
attained by GreenTouch, it has introduced the Green
Meter. The GreenTouch Green Meter is a collection
of tools and techniques that quantify the energy
efficiency improvements provided by the roadmap.
In June 2015 GreenTouch announced that it had
successfully developed a roadmap that will improve
the energy efficiency of the mobile access network by
10,000, the Wireline access network efficiency by 254
and the core network efficiency by 316. Bringing these
factors together, GreenTouch’s roadmap will provide a
98% reduction in network energy consumption, even
though the overall traffic in the network will increase
by around 12-fold between 2010 and 2020.

Most Internet users interact with the Internet via a
service. For example, Facebook, Google Docs, Netflix
are all services that utilise equipment deployed as
part of the Internet’s physical infrastructure. The
future, Internet of Things will also use a servicebased paradigm. Therefore, it is more natural
to assess energy consumption of services than
specific equipment. However, assessing the energy
consumption of a service is much more difficult than
for equipment.
This project has developed a methodology to
undertake this task. This methodology has been
submitted as the unique candidate standard in ITU-T
SG5 (ICT & Climate Change), providing a metric to
assess the potential reduction of the ICT service
carbon footprint.

CONSTRUCTION OF A DIURNAL TRAFFIC MODEL FOR
INTERNET SERVICE TRAFFIC TYPES (KERRY HINTON):
It was not feasible to determine the energy efficiency
improvements attained from the GreenTouch core
network technologies and innovations by direct
measurement on the Internet core network. The
Internet is too large and complex for such a task.
Therefore GreenTouch relied on several core network
The technologies that provide these energy efficiency
simulations, which were based upon experimental
improvements were developed in the GreenTouch Work measurements and deployed network architectures.
Groups. These are the technical heart of GreenTouch
providing the details of the roadmap technologies and A key input for the simulations was the 2-hourly
construction of the Green Meter tools. CEET is involved diurnal cycle traffic used to represent the Internet
in all three Work Groups: 1) Mobile Communications,
traffic of developed (so called “Group 1”) nations in
2) Wireline Core and Access Networks and 3) Services, 2010 and 2020.
Policies and Standards.
Although traffic forecasts were developed by
CEET CONTRIBUTIONS TO GREENTOUCH
GreenTouch for the total monthly traffic (in Petabytes
During the lifetime of GreenTouch, CEET has been a
per month), these values had to be converted to
key contributor to the technology roadmap and Green link-by-link capacities (in Gbit per second) for 12 twoMeter. In particular, CEET’s technical contributions to
hourly time periods spanning a day.
GreenTouch include:
CEET provided this model by using a combination of
THE ENERGY METRICS FOR USERS (EMU)
known traffic models plus typical measured diurnal
(CHIEN CHAN):
traffic statistics. The CEET model provided the
This project has formulated several energy
required traffic values for the dominant traffic types
metrics and a methodology to capture the energy
used in the core network Green Meter calculations.
consumption of end-to-end Internet services.
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DEMONSTRATION OF A LOW ENERGY POINT-TO-POINT
OPTICAL ACCESS TECHNOLOGY (ALAN LEE, JACK LI):
Point-to-point optical links play a significant role in
providing Internet services to businesses and are
envisioned to connect high-data-rate devices in
the home as well. A key component in a point-topoint access network fibre link is a pair of optical
transceivers: one located at the central office and
the other at the customer’s premises. Conventional
point-to-point optical transceivers are designed with
limited consideration for the power consumption.
Each transceiver is continuously operating at a high
and fixed optical power. The electronic-to-optical
signal conversion efficiency is relatively low. As a result,
conventional point-to-point optical links are relatively
inefficient in energy usage.

2013 | 2015

base station and/or interference from transmissions
in neighbouring cells. Users see this in the form of
a “low number of bars” on their screens, dropped
or poor quality calls, and very low data rates. Base
stations compensate for users suffering from a poor
channel link or interference by transmitting at higher
signal powers to these users. This adversely adds to
the energy cost of the base station and increases the
interference on neighbouring cells.

A receiver that can perform better in such scenarios
will be of great value by both reducing base station
energy and reducing interference on neighbouring
cells (which in return helps reduce the energy
expended by those neighbouring base stations). The
challenge lies in designing and validating such a
receiver to perform better when its signal quality is
In this contribution, CEET designed a new energylow. Mobile receivers need to synchronize themselves
optimised optical transceiver for point-to-point
to the received data signal and estimate and equalize
links with a data rate up to 1 Gb/s. In particular, an
the effects of the channel link. The key innovation of
innovative hardware design and an intelligent control
this contribution is a redesigned receiver structure
mechanism were introduced with the explicit goal to
that operates better with lower signal quality. It differs
improve the overall energy efficiency of the transceiver from conventional handset receivers in two ways.
design. A new low-power custom-built ASIC has
Firstly, a residual phase estimation function is used
been developed that minimises the circuit power
to improve initial synchronizing of the receiver along
consumption. The vertical cavity surface emitting
with a faster acquisition time. Secondly, an iterative
laser (VCSEL) and photodiode (PD) are wire-bonded
channel estimation-equalization approach uses a
to the ASIC transceiver, thereby reducing the circuit
feedback loop from the soft data decoder output to
parasitics and providing better circuit performance.
improve performance and track the channel as it
This tight system integration also removes the power- changes over time.
hungry interconnects.
The redesigned receiver provides energy savings of
A second important feature of the new transceiver is
almost 9% at the base station versus a conventional
an adaptive power control algorithm to dynamically
receiver. The more reliable receiver reduces a base
optimise the power consumption based on the link
station’s need to retransmit data to users with low
distance and the actually experienced link loss.
signal quality. Hence, energy is saved and users can
experience higher data rates and a more reliable
This project developed and tested an experimental
mobile experience.
prototype of the new optical transceiver. A nominal
power consumption of 27mW has been measured
CONSTRUCTION OF A MOBILE ACCESS
in the lab, which could be further reduced to as little
NETWORK SIMULATOR AS PART OF THE MOBILE
as 12mW with the full benefit of the adaptive power
COMMUNICATIONS GREEN METER TOOL
control algorithm. This ultra-low power consumption
(ROBERT AYRE, JEFF CHEONG)
compares to 460mW that has been measured for
The energy consumption of mobile networks is
conventional state-of-the art optical transceivers,
dominated by the base stations. To support increased
representing a 17x to 38x improvement in the
data traffic and new services for 5G and the Internet
component energy consumption.
of Things, more base stations will be required in the
future. Optimising the energy efficiency of today’s
DEMONSTRATION OF A LOW SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
and future mobile networks requires a fundamental
RATIO WIRELESS RECEIVER. (QASIM CHAUDAHRI
understanding of the evolution of the power
BRIAN KRONGOLD)
consumption and hardware capabilities of future
Mobile wireless users can suffer from degraded
base stations.
performance due to having a poor channel link with a
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To gain this understanding, GreenTouch developed
an advanced power model that provides realistic
hardware power consumption values for a diversity of
cellular base station types and operation conditions,
while incorporating hardware technology trends. CEET
made significant contributions to the development of
this model, which has been extensively used by the
GreenTouch Mobile Working Group. In particular it
has enabled the development of innovative energyefficient network concepts exploiting the capabilities
offered by hardware technology. The network
simulation results, implementing and relying on the
power model as a hardware reference, are reflected in
the Green Meter energy efficiency improvements.
The model provides the total power consumption
of the base station and a breakdown over its
components, and it delivers power and timing
information on potential sleep levels. The model
supports different base station types, including
small cells, conventional base station types, and
disruptive types such as a large scale antenna system
(LSAS) with hundreds of antennas. The model also
incorporates the hardware technology trends at
the material, component and architectural levels to
predict the improvement of base-station values and
capabilities between 2010 and 2020.
A free online web-tool version is available at www.imec.
be/powermodel.
Other contributions to GreenTouch by members of
CEET include:
• Rod Tucker was a member of the GreenTouch
inception. He has also contributed to the Core and
Access Network technical groups work.
• Bipin Pillai was a member of the GreenTouch
Technical Committee during 2014 and also
contributed to the Core Network technical
work group.
• Kat Franks provided administration support to
GreenTouch during 2013 through to 2015. Kat
organised the GreenTouch November meeting at
Melbourne University in November 2014.
• Kerry Hinton was a member of the Technical
Committee and Chair of the Wireline Core and
Access Network Work Group.
• Chien Chan was a member of the GreenTouch
Services, Policies and Standards Work Group.
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• Rob Ayre, Jeff Cheong, Qasim Chaudhari and Brian
Krongold were members of the Mobile Work Group.
• Alan Lee and Jack Li were members of the Access
team of the Wireline Core and Access Networks
Work Group.
• Peter Hormann and Leith Campbell provided
GreenTouch with a presentation on energy
consumption trends for data storage at the
November 2014 meeting.
Apart from being a contributor to GreenTouch, as a
member of GreenTouch, CEET has benefited from:
• Collaboration with leading experts from around
the world
• Involvement in fundamental research in exciting
new areas
• Access to network models and studies examining
key energy related issues
• Information on network power consumption,
traffic growth and energy trends
• Opportunities to bring innovative new ideas
to reality.
GreenTouch has contributed to quite a large number
of industry events, conferences, workshops, and
trade shows to share its vision and results as well
as to encourage others to contribute to the mission
of dramatically improving network energy efficiency.
In addition, GreenTouch members have presented
and published numerous scientific and technical
contributions in peer-reviewed conferences and
journals. GreenTouch has also organised several
events, bringing together leading experts from
industry, academia, and policy organisations (from
GreenTouch as well as non-GreenTouch organisations)
to discuss energy efficiency and to enable stronger
collaborations. CEET has either participated in, or
contributed to, almost all of these activities.
GreenTouch holds two face-to-face meetings each
year. CEET hosted the November 2014 meeting of
GreenTouch at the University of Melbourne. This
meeting was significant to GreenTouch as it was the
last meeting before the GreenTouch “Final Event” held
in June 2015, at which the completed roadmap and
Green Meter results were presented.
(See: www.greentouch.org)
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Honorary Contributions To CEET
In 2014, CEET was very fortunate to have four
Honorary Research Fellows – Jeffrey Cheong, Leith
Campbell, Peter Hormann and Gary McLaren as well
as Melbourne Laureate Emeritus Professor Rod
Tucker – as members of the CEET team. CEET was
also fortunate to have Grant Underwood (AlcatelLucent) as a participant in CEET’s Content Delivery
Networks and Cloud project. Without the participation
and support of these honorary members, CEET could
not have generated the outputs and contributions
described elsewhere in this report.
Jeff Cheong and Leith Campbell have made very
significant contributions to CEET as co-supervisors
of several CEET graduate students, as well as making
technical contributions to CEET’s involvement in
GreenTouch, to CEET’s publications and CEET’s
public profile.
Peter Hormann made significant contributions to
CEET’s graduate teaching program, energy modelling
activities, industry engagement, as well as providing
industry know-how to CEET’s research activities.
Gary McLaren has provided CEET with significant
industry and commercial knowledge on
network technologies.
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Grant Underwood contributed to CEET’s research
activities on Cloud and Content Distribution by
providing an industry perspective on that project.
Melbourne Laureate Emeritus Professor Rod Tucker
has been the lead driving force behind CEET since
its inception. Although Rod retired in 2014, his
contributions and participation in CEET have
continued unabated. His leadership and technical
expertise continue to be a crucial part of CEET’s
daily life and of great value to all members of the
CEET team.
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Awards
CEET wins prestigious
Victorian Industry Partnerships
award in September 2014
University of Melbourne and Alcatel-Lucent
researchers helping to deliver energy efficient
telecommunications networks were recognised by the
Victorian government for their Excellence in Innovation
in Industry Partnerships.

CEET’s research has shown the rapid growth in
broadband demand globally could raise internet
energy consumption to 5 to 10 per cent of the world’s
electricity supply and associated emissions in six
years. This is the second award the CEET and AlcatelLucent have received for their innovative partnership.

The Victorian International Education Awards are a
Victorian Government initiative to support leaders in
Victoria’s international education sector and recognise
those delivering and benefiting from Victoria’s world
class education.
Dean of the Melbourne School of Engineering,
Professor Iven Mareels, accepted the award on behalf
of CEET.
Dr Kerry Hinton, CEET Director, said “the award
recognised the success of the Centre’s research as a
model for industry engagement.
This award demonstrates the strong partnership CEET
has with Alcatel-Lucent, which continues to produce
world leading research and innovation outcomes.”
Sean O’Halloran, President and Managing Director,
Alcatel-Lucent Australia said “the delivery of energy
efficiency was a significant challenge for the
telecommunications industry.
CEET is a key part of the Bell Labs sustainability
practice as it supports Alcatel-Lucent’s innovation
work with telecommunications providers around the
world.”
Alcatel-Lucent is proud of its partnership with the
University of Melbourne and the Victorian Government
to advance Australian research that addresses
such an important and growing industry agenda.
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Tim Marshall, External Affairs Director,
Alcatel-Lucent Australia and Professor Iven Mareels,
Dean of Engineering, University of Melbourne
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GreenTouch 1000x Award
In November 2013 Professor Tucker received the
1000X Award for Technical Excellence and Promotion
of the Technology for Future Wireless Networks as
well as for his leadership in the creation, organisation
and promotion of the GreenTouch consortium and
pioneering research contributions to the field of
energy efficiency in telecommunications.
In presenting the award, Thierry Klein, Chair of the
Technical Committee, commented that “Professor
Tucker has conducted fundamental research on
energy efficiency that was instrumental in setting up
the GreenTouch consortium and formed some of the
early foundations. His leadership and the technical
contributions that he has made, along with the team
at CEET, are an inspiration to all GreenTouch members
and the industry at large.”

Thierry Klein, Technical Committee Chair, GreenTouch and
Rod Tucker, Melbourne Laureate Emeritus Professor,
University of Melbourne
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Being an industry based research centre, CEET has a
close research relationship with Alcatel-Lucent and
its world famous Bell Labs. By and large, the majority
of CEET’s industry involvement has been via its close
relationship with Bell Labs and CEET’s contributions to
the GreenTouch consortium (described elsewhere in
this Report). As part of CEET’s industry involvement in
GreenTouch, CEET hosted a GreenTouch meeting.
10TH GREENTOUCH GLOBAL CONSORTIUM
MEETING NOVEMBER 2014
The GreenTouch consortium holds two face-to-face
meetings each year. These meetings are instrumental
to the development of the technologies that
constitute the GreenTouch roadmap for improving
the energy efficiency of the Internet as well as
constructing components of the Green Meter.
CEET hosted the GreenTouch face-to-face meeting
held in November 2014. This was the only such
meeting to be held in the Southern Hemisphere. The
meeting, which was held over four days, attended by
approximately 48 participants from around the globe.
During this meeting, CEET co-hosted with GreenTouch
a public forum titled “Towards a Sustainable
Connected World” which was held on November
20th. This event included speakers from industry and
academia including Telstra, SAP, IBM, Alcatel-Lucent
and the University of Melbourne.
CEET has also worked with other local and
international organisations:
TELSTRA
CEET worked with Telstra to undertake a power audit of
a range of customer premises equipment. This audit
is part of Telstra’s sustainability agenda (http://www.
telstra.com.au/aboutus/community-environment/
reports/sustainability-report/sustainability/ ).
NATIONAL BROADBAND NETWORK
CEET has provided NBN with a series of presentations
regarding the outcomes of the project “Impact of the
National Broadband Network on National Economy and
Energy Consumption” described above in this Report.
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CHINA MOBILE
CEET has been collaborating with China Mobile
to develop power models of Over The Top (OTT)
applications provided via mobile networks as part
of the project “Internet Services Energy Modelling
Assessment” described in this Report.
ALCATEL-LUCENT (BELL LABS)
CEET has worked with Alcatel-Lucent in drafting
a recommendation for the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) for the assessment
of energy consumption of ICT services. This work
has been undertaken in the Internet Services Energy
Modelling and Assessment project.
ALCATEL-LUCENT (AUSTRALIA)
Using the expertise acquired in its “Low-Energy Fibre
Access Networks” project, CEET has provided local
Alcatel-Lucent technologists with guidance on energy
consumption aspects of access technologies. In
particular the energy saving opportunities for Passive
Optical Local Access Networks (POLANs) based on
Gigabit PON (GPON) and Point-to-Point network
architectures.”
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Can Cloud Hosting Cut Energy Use Significantly?
Cloud Hosting, 2 July 2013

http://www.cloudhostingzone.com/articles/344393-cloudhosting-cut-energy-use-significantly.html

Wireles Networks Double-Edged for Utilities
Navigant Research, 3 July 2013

http://www.navigantresearch.com/blog/wireless-networksdouble-edged-for-utilities
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Conversations 4: Will the cloud run out of steam?
Interview with Kerry Hinton (Podcast)
Corrupted Nerds, 13 August 2013
http://corruptednerds.com/pod/c00004/

Digital Economy Requires
Massive Amount of Electricity
The Breakthrough, 13 August 2013

http://thebreakthrough.org/index.php/programs/
economic-growth/bracing-for-the-cloud/

Mobile devices in power play
Sydney Morning Herald, 3 July 2013

Links 17 Aug: Your iPhone Uses
http://www.smh.com.au/digital-life/mobiles/mobile-devices-in- More Energy Than Your Refrigerator
Forbes, 17 August 2013
power-play-20130704-2pall.html

Mobile devices in power play
The Inverell Times, 4 July 2013

http://www.inverelltimes.com.au/story/1615773/mobiledevices-in-power-play/

Mobile devices in power play
The Age & The Examiner, 4 July 2013

http://www.theage.com.au/digital-life/mobiles/mobile-devicesin-power-play-20130703-2pall.html
http://www.examiner.com.au/story/1615773/mobile-devicesin-power-play/?cs=33

The power of wireless cloud
The Age & The Examiner, 4 July 2013

http://www.theage.com.au/digital-life/mobiles/mobile-devicesin-power-play-20130703-2pall.html
http://www.examiner.com.au/story/1615773/mobile-devicesin-power-play/?cs=33

Wireless cloud to consume more and more energy
Techradar computing, 16 July 2013

http://www.techradar.com/au/news/networking/wi-fi/wirelesscloud-to-consume-more-and-more-energy-1166214

Cloud energy consumption
estimates challenged by study
CloudPro, 16 July 2013

http://www.cloudpro.co.uk/cloud-essentials/5809/cloudenergy-consumption-estimates-challenged-study

Bigger frames make Wi-Fi a power miser: boffins
How many networks do you want to run
to enable the internet of bits?
The Register, 12 August 2013

http://www.theregister.co.uk/Print/2013/08/12/
cut_wifi_power_consumption_using_bigger_frames_boffins/
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http://www.forbes.com/sites/timworstall/2013/08/17/links-17aug-your-iphone-uses-more-energy-than-your-refrigerator/

New report outlines how network technology must
increase efficiency to meet rising energy demands
Phys.Org, 19 August 2013

http://phys.org/news/2013-08-outlines-network-technologyefficiency-energy.html

Datacenter Power Still Largely Driven by Coal
Slashdot, 19 August 2013

http://slashdot.org/topic/datacenter/datacenter-power-stilllargely-driven-by-coal/

Constant access to wireless networks
has an environmental cost
The Guardian, 21 August 2013

http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/wirelessnetworks-environmental-costs

Always-On Wireless Devices:
a 30M Ton Carbon Problem
Environmental Leader, 22 August 2013

http://www.environmentalleader.com/2013/08/22/always-onwireless-devices-a-30m-ton-carbon-problem/

Does Your iPhone Use As Much
Electricity As A Fridge? (No Way!)
CleanTechnica, 27 August 2013

http://cleantechnica.com/2013/08/27/does-your-iphone-useas-much-electricity-as-a-fridge/

G20 and CEET on the energy efficiency problem for
the Internet of Things
EMFactsConsultancy, 18 November 2014

http://www.emfacts.com/2014/11/g20-and-ceet-on-theenergy-efficiency-problem-for-the-internet-of-things/
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New GreenTouch Innovations to Reduce Energy
Consumption in Wireline Access Communications
Networks by 46 Percent
Marketwired (press release), 18 November 2014

http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/new-greentouchinnovations-reduce-energy-consumption-wireline-accesscommunications-1969346.htm

GreenTouch wants to move
your home network to the cloud
Business Spectator-19 Nov 2014

http://www.businessspectator.com.au/news/2014/11/20/
technology/greentouch-wants-move-your-home-networkcloud

Energy-efficient point-to-point optical
transceiver, virtual home gateway are
latest from GreenTouch Consortium
LightWave Online, 26 November 2014

http://www.lightwaveonline.com/articles/2014/11/energyefficient-point-to-point-optical-transceiver-virtual-homegateway-are-latest-from-greentouch-consortium.html

Can we create an energy efficient Internet?
LightWave Online, 26 November 2014

http://phys.org/news/2014-11-energy-efficient-internet.html

New hardware to boost efficiency of Internet devices
Zee News, 30 November 2014
http://zeenews.india.com/news/sci-tech/new-hardware-toboost-efficiency-of-internet-devices_1507131.html

Can we create an energy efficient internet?
The Melbourne Engineer, 1 December 2014

http://themelbourneengineer.eng.unimelb.edu.au/2014/12/
can-we-create-an-energy-efficient-internet/

Boffins challenge Internet of Things’ lust for power
The Register-1 Dec 2014

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2014/12/02/ceet_looks_to_cut_
iot_lust_for_power/
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F. Jalali, “Home Servers Can Save Energy for IoT
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